
Insurance Coverage: 

An Overview and Update

on Anti-Indemnity Statutes



Indemnification

What it is…

• A risk shifting mechanism

• One party’s promise to protect another party from any loss

• A common provision in commercial contracts



Indemnification

Example from a software vendor service agreement:



Indemnification

It’s not always fair

• Superior bargaining power = benefit of indemnification

• It can be a “bully’s tool”



Indemnification

Example:

Small software vendor – “SmallSoft”
Big university customer – “Big U”
$10,000 contract with a promise of more (“this is the start of big things!”)
Big U insists on indemnification in its favor
Third-party lawsuit for data breach

Legal fees: $48,000
Settlement: $120,000 (actual loss and identity monitoring)



Indemnification

The legislative solution? Anti-indemnity statutes.

THE “IF … THEN” GAME

• IF the loss is an anti-Indemnity jurisdiction…
… THEN contractual indemnity may be void.

• IF the contractual indemnity is void…
… THEN there is no coverage for “Insured Contracts.”

• IF there is no additional insured issue…

… THEN there is no coverage for the loss.



A Patchwork of Laws
• Some states prohibit indemnity for sole negligence only

• Some states prohibit indemnity for sole or partial negligence

• Some states also prohibit additional insured provisions

• Some states do nothing at all



Roadmap

• Anti-indemnification statutes: what they prohibit and how the caselaw has 

affected the landscape

• Insured contracts

• Addition insureds: the loophole around the prohibitions

• How to incorporate this into your approach to claims



Example

• You receive notice of a claim from an Oklahoma 

company who is sued by the employee of your insured 

Kansas subcontractor. 

• Your insured agreed to indemnify the Oklahoma 

company for all losses on the project.

• Finally, the Oklahoma company is also additional insured 

on the policy. 

• Is there coverage?



ANTI-INDEMNITY ACTS



Three Approaches:

Approach #1: Sole Negligence

• Parties can agree to indemnity, but the provision will not be enforced if 

the indemnitee is 100% negligent

• Practically, sole negligence does not get sorted out until the jury 

apportions liability. You are going to trial.



Three Approaches:

Approach #2: Sole and Partial Negligence

• Indemnitor can only indemnify indemnitee for indemnitor’s negligence

• Reasoning: 

• Protects non-negligent parties from the recklessness of others; i.e., it might cause indemnitees 
to be less careful if they know that someone else is footing the bill

• Actively trying to protect parties with weaker bargaining positions

• Practical application: The indemnitee’s carrier will be paying for its own 
defense



Three Approaches:

Approach #3: No Express Prohibition

• Legislature has not addressed it

• Caselaw still shapes indemnity provisions

In Pennsylvania…



“INSURED CONTRACT”



Insured Contract

• A defined term common in liability policies

• States that the standard exclusion for contractually assumed liability 

does not apply to liability assumed in an "insured contract." 

• In most cases this provides coverage for liabilities assumed in an 

enforceable indemnity provision of a commercial contract.



Insured Contract

Sample Exclusion:



Insured Contract

Sample Definition:



Insured Contract

How does this play out?

• Sole Negligence Jurisdiction

• The indemnity provision will only be enforced if the indemnitee is not 100% negligent

• You’re going to trial with a reservation of rights in place

• Sole or Partial Negligence Jurisdiction

• You will only be covering liability caused by your insured, the indemnitor



Insured Contract

• No Statute

• You will cover the indemnitee’s negligence in addition to your 
insured’s negligence, so long as the indemnity provision is properly 
drafted

• A court can decide the enforceability of the provision as a matter of 
law

• Paradoxically, in jurisdictions like PA you can actually have a 
determination of this before you would in the other jurisdictions 



THE ADDITIONAL
INSURED LOOPHOLE



Additional Insured Loophole

• Some commercial contracts required the indemnitor to also obtain 
insurance coverage for the indemnitee

Example:

§ 11.1.4 The Contractor shall cause the commercial liability coverage 
required by the Contract Documents to include (1) the Construction 
Manager, the Construction Manager’s consultants, the Owner, the 
Architect, and the Architect’s consultants as additional insureds for 
claims caused in whole or in part by the Contractor’s negligent acts or 
omissions during the Contractor’s operations; and (2) the Owner as an 
additional insured for claims caused in whole or in part by the 
Contractor’s negligent acts or omissions during the Contractor’s 
completed operations.



Additional Insured Loophole
• Anti-indemnity acts do not apply to the insurance contract itself in 

almost every jurisdiction 

• Exceptions: 

1. Colorado

2. Georgia 

3. Montana 

4. Oklahoma 

5. Oregon 

6. Texas 



INCORPORATION 
INTO YOUR 

APPROACH TO CLAIMS



Claims Application

• Determine the jurisdiction of the loss, or at least the universe of states’ 
laws that could apply

• Resolve choice of law questions, if necessary

• Determine the type of jurisdiction for the controlling law: sole negligence, 
sole or partial negligence, or no statute

• Determine if there is an additional insured issue and whether the 
controlling jurisdiction forbids additional insured provisions



Claims Application

• Examples

1. If your insured agreed to indemnify another party in a 
sole negligence state and the other party’s sole liability 
has already been determined, there’s no coverage. End of 
the inquiry.

2. If the indemnitee is also an additional insured in a 
jurisdiction that does not prohibit such practices, you 
must provide a defense.



Solve the Problem

• You receive notice of a claim from an Oklahoma 

company who is sued by the employee of your insured 

Kansas subcontractor. 

• Your insured agreed to indemnify the Oklahoma 

company for all losses on the project.

• Finally, the Oklahoma company is also additional insured 

on the policy. 

• Is there coverage?



QUESTIONS?


